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2. Alexander Black, a journalist in the prehistory of the cinema 
“I am willing to write about anything but society. And I’m so tired of reading about women that I would 
rather not write them in particular – you know what I mean” (Miss Jerry, 1895: 23) 
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“But how did you come to know anything about railroads?” Mr. Depew asked Jerry. And Jerry had to 
remind Mr. Depew that she was not the person who was being interviewed (Miss Jerry, 1895: 52). 
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3. The birth of the picture play 
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“Now, this chair is very artistic, but how do you expect a man to propose to you in such furniture?” 
(Miss Jerry, 1895: 119) 
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4. Miss Jerry, pioneer of journalists on the big screen 
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5. Success and the years on tour 
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6. The legacy of Black and Miss Jerry 
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7. Conclusions 
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